
A guide to 
winning work
Reaching clients

Three common methods exist to reach out to potential clients and start your marketing campaign:

THE AGENCY METHOD  THE DIRECT METHOD   THE REFERRAL METHOD

Get your head around the tax 

laws and decide on your company 

structure before you accept 

a vacancy. 

Use LinkedIn to find specific 

people according to their role.

Have one conversation about 

someone else’s work frustrations 

every day, to become fluent in the 

technique and learn everything 

about your marketplace.

Top tip: 

Top tip: 

Top tip: 

Read the full article on

THE AGENCY METHOD

This may be the only way to get the really big clients, as many won’t work directly with independent 

contractors.

Not all agencies are made equally, it’s important to have realistic expectations and realise that you are 

essentially a product they are selling.

Before you approach them, define what you want, know what you are worth, what problem you could solve 

for potential clients and how you would expect to be able to discuss deliverables with them. 

Get recommendations before you approach an agency and do your research, then pick up the phone and 

call. This is more personal and allows you access to vacancies not advertised online. 

Then, use your defined market audience to target your applications to as many as you can. Try and 

demonstrate how you could solve the client’s problem. It is important to chase but only chase once – 

sometimes you need to accept a lead is dead. Once you have been offered a project, get the contract 

signed before you start work.

THE DIRECT METHOD

You have to invest time in finding opportunities yourself, but it can be worthwhile. This method can offer 

slightly higher fees and more control over your relationship with the client, the rate negotiations and 

contractual terms.

For this method, create a target list of not only the organisation but the specific individual within the 

organisation that you should contact. Research GDPR and legal restrictions for contacting people 

(Freelance Corner can help you with this), otherwise you might end up with a hefty fine.

Identify a potential trigger event, this could be an upcoming paper release, or an article related to their 

industry in the news. Create a personal email that is short (Max 125 words) and start a conversation 

without a hard sell. Prep some emails and keep track of response. You can follow up once two weeks later 

if you don’t get a response at first, but responses will be low, so make sure you are contacting as many 

people as possible.

THE REFERRAL METHOD

When you ask self-employed people where most of their business comes from, frequently they’ll say that 

it’s through word of mouth. To cultivate this process, start by drawing up a list of all your contacts, past work 

connection and colleagues.  Let everyone know about your move into freelancing and what your product 

is. Don’t go for a hard sell, always start conversational, use common interests and show your interest in 

their work. This will not only build rapport but allow you to identify where your services might be relevant. 

Only then is it time to ask if they might be interested in your help or know someone else who would benefit 

from your skills. Once you do get some work your way,  never forget to say thank you to the person who 

recommended you.

Don’t give up! So many people quit after the second 
or third contact with a potential client. Keep going. 
Obviously, you don’t want to pester and annoy them 
by asking them continually for work. But you can 
persist gently by offering creative and ongoing value, 
whether it’s a simple catch-up call, a useful tip, or an 
introduction to help them out.


